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INTRODUCTION
Ancient Axos was located in north-central Crete in the foothills of Psiloritis (Mt. Ida), roughly midway between the modern cities of Herakleion and Rethymnon.1 Excavations on the acropolis of the polis-town late in the 19th century revealed the remains of a large public building dating to the Archaic period. A number of blocks believed to have come from the walls of this building bear inscriptions in the epichoric alphabet of Axos. This article focuses on two of these inscriptions, Inscriptiones creticae (IC) II v 5 and IC II v 6. Although autopsy is not possible, as the current location of the blocks is unknown, the published descriptions and drawings of them, as well as the text that results from their proposed association, suggest that IC II v 5 and IC II v 6 belong together, perhaps even "joining" along the right edge of IC II v 6 and the left edge of IC II v 5. The new text that results from this "join" seems to concern rituals attendant to war, possibly 8o PAULA J. PERLMAN including sacrifice and the tithing of booty. Of particular interest is a reference to páaxai ("citizen women") in this context, a reference that may shed light on the cults of goddesses at several Cretan sanctuaries, including one at Axos itself, with votive assemblages consisting of arms, armor, and terracotta figurines of naked and clothed females. I begin with a brief history of the discovery and subsequent fate of the Archaic epichoric inscriptions from Axos before turning to a close study of the 19th-and early-20th-century drawings on which the new composite text is based. I conclude with an exploration of the broader historical implications of the composite text for Late Archaic Axos and Crete.
DISCOVERY AND LOSS OF THE EPICHORIC INSCRIPTIONS OF AXOS
Modern study of the Archaic epichoric inscriptions of Axos began with the publication in 1865 of Colonel T. A. B. Spratt s Travels and Researches in Crete. In his account of the remains of ancient Axos, Spratt described a slab of marble bearing a "very curious inscription in characters partially reversed and of very early date/'2 Spratt discovered this inscribed block at a spring near the modern village of Axos.3 Although local women had used it as a surface for scrubbing their clothes, thus wearing away much of the original surface, Spratt managed to transcribe parts of the text.
In the fall of 1879, the French epigrapher Bernard Haussoullier visited Axos and transcribed an additional five epichoric inscriptions (Table 1 , nos. 5-8, 10A). These were published in 1885.4 At about the same time (1884-1887), the Italian archaeologist and epigrapher Federico Halbherr included Axos in his itinerary when he explored Crete on behalf of the Ministero dell'Istruzione Pubblica.5 Although he was unable to locate the inscribed "marble slab" that Spratt had transcribed, Halbherr discovered four previously unknown Archaic inscriptions (Table 1 , nos. 1-3, 10B) and reexamined the ones that Haussoullier had already studied.
In the final decades of the 19th century, Domenico Comparetti published the 11 Archaic inscriptions of Axos that were then known, incorporating Halbherr's notes and drawings and adding some commentary of his own (Table 1, nos. 1-10B).6 Eight of these 11 texts (nos. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] were inscribed on blocks of local limestone. Comparetti concluded that seven 2. Spratt 1865, pp. 77-78 (with quote on p. 78), 424-425, pl. 11:5. It is very unlikely that the block was marble. All other inscribed blocks from Axos are of the local limestone. For the inscription to which Spratt refers, see Table 1 , no. 9.
3. Spratt was not, as it turns out, the first to have studied this inscription. The Venetian Francesco B arozzi (1537 Francesco B arozzi ( -1604 of them (nos. 1-7) came from the walls of the Archaic building whose remains were visible on the ancient acropolis.7 During the fall of 1899, Halbherr and Gaetano de Sanctis excavated the Archaic building on the acropolis, which they identified as a temple, and a temple in the saddle below and to the east of the acropolis site.8 Their excavations yielded an additional six fragments of inscribed blocks from the acropolis site and 16 from the vicinity of the temple in the saddle. The 22 inscriptions from the excavations of 1899, together with one additional fragment of an early text inscribed on a block reused in a village house that de Sanctis had transcribed in 1899, were first published in 1939 in the second volume of Margherita Guarducci s Inscriptiones creticae.9 Since then, the texts of two new epichoric inscriptions from Axos have been published.10 7. Comparetti 1893, p. 383 . The case for associating these inscribed blocks with the Archaic structure on the acropolis is not conclusive; see Perlman 2004a , pp. 191-192. 8. Halbherr 1899 Savignoni 1900, pp. 311-312; Levi 1930 Levi -1931 Aversa and Monaco 2006 . The acropolis building, if it was indeed a temple, may have belonged to Apollo and the one below it to a goddess; see Perlman 2000, pp.. 73-74; 2004a, pp. 188-191; and below, pp. 104-105. 9 . Table 1 : no. 11 (six fragments from the acropolis); nos. 12-14 (16 fragments from the saddle); no. 15 (de Sanctis). Guarducci appears to have studied nos. 12 and 13 after they had been transferred to the museum in Herakleion. Although the facsimile drawings of the remaining Archaic inscriptions of Axos that she presents in IC II v are not identical to the drawings in the earlier publications of Haussoullier, Halbherr, and Comparetti, to the best of my knowledge Guarducci did not herself examine the stones. I suspect that these drawings depend upon the unpublished notes and drawings of Halbherr and de Sanctis, or upon their personal communication. Even so, I shall refer to the drawings in Inscriptiones creticae as Guarducci's. 10. Jeffery 1949, pp. 34-36, no. 8 (= Table 1, no. 16 ); SEG XXIII 565A and B (= Table 1 , no. 17). Jeffery noted that the local family from whom the Greek Archaeological Service acquired the two joining fragments of no. 16 indicated that the fragments had come from the acropolis. She suggested that the inscription came originally from the temple in the saddle. The details of the discovery of no. 17 are not published. Yannis Tzifopoulos (pers. comm.) reports the recent discovery at Axos of at least one additional epichoric inscription.
The 20th century was not kind to the Archaic inscriptions of Axos. Of those studied by scholars in the preceding century, including the ones discovered by Halbherr and de Sanctis during their excavations in 1899, I have ascertained the current locations of only two.11 Among the unlocated,12 early inscriptions from Axos are IC II v 5 and IC II v 6 (Table 1, nos. 5 and 6), the focus of this article.
THE "NEW" INSCRIPTION: IC II v S + IC II v 6
In the fall of 1879, Haussoullier discovered ICH v 5, reused in a house in the modern village, and ICH v 6, on the acropolis of Axos.13 The blocks were examined by Haussoullier and Halbherr, and published by Haussoullier, Halbherr, and Comparetti in the final two decades of the 19th century.14 Anne Jeffery examined IC II v 5 (hereafter, Axos 5) in June 1947 and is likely to have examined IC II v 6 (hereafter, Axos 6) then as well; she noted that the block bearing Axos 5 was located "in the inner stable of the house Tioáicriç," and was "nearly illegible."15 The drawings of Axos 5 of Halbherr (Fig. 1:2b, 3b) , Guarducci (Fig. 1:4b) , and Jeffery ( Fig. 1 :5b) depict a roughly rectangular block, broken across the top, with preserved edges at the left, right, and bottom. Because of the later reuse of Axos 5, we cannot conclude that these edges were original, although, as I argue below, I think that they were. Axos 6, too, is inscribed on a block that is roughly rectangular, except for a notch that extends left from the lower right corner slightly more than halfway along the bottom edge of the block ( Fig. l:2a-5a ). There is no reason to suspect that the block was reçut for reuse following its inscribing.
The texts of both Axos 5 and Axos 6 begin at the right and proceed in continuous boustrophedon for seven lines. The fact that Axos 6, the only one of the acropolis texts with a preserved upper edge, begins with a line running from right to left is significant, as I discuss further below. An eighth line of text is inscribed on the "tab" at the bottom left of Axos 6, but it is not possible to determine its direction. Comparetti and Halbherr 1888, pp. 145-146, no. 6; Comparetti 1893 , pp. 401-402, no. 187. IC II v 6 (Table 1, no. 6): Haussoullier 1885 Comparetti and Halbherr 1888, pp. 147-148, no. 7; Comparetti 1893, pp. 403-404, no. 188 Halbherr and Guarducci recorded the size of the letters in both Axos 5 and Axos 6 as 0.07-0.08 m.16The scale drawings of Guarducci17 suggest that the spacing of the letters and the spacing between lines are very similar on the two blocks, as are the shapes of the letters. For example, the crossbars of all alphas that are not horizontal slope down from left to right, regardless of the direction of the line. Furthermore, the same variations in the forms of individual letters appear in both Axos 5 and Axos 6 (e.g., alpha with a horizontal or an oblique crossbar, epsilon with horizontal or oblique arms, tau with either a short or a long horizontal stroke). 18 In light of the similarities in the size and shape of the letters, Comparetti 's suggestion that the two blocks might belong to the same inscription is not surprising.19 If any attempt was ever made to determine whether a physical join of the two blocks was possible, there is no mention of it in the publication record.20 But when the left edge of the scale drawing of Axos 5 is placed next to the right edge of the drawing of Axos 6, so that the lower left corner of Axos 5 aligns with the lower right corner of Axos 6, the similarities in the layout of the text across the two blocks are striking (Fig. 2) . Not only does the text align perfectly across the two blocks, but the letters appear to be slightly larger and more widely spaced in the first three lines on both blocks than they are in the four lines that follow. Furthermore, the letters in line 7 on Axos 5 and the pi at the right in line 7 on Axos 6 appear to rest on the lower edges of the blocks, while the lower portions of the six letters to the left of the pi (on Axos 6) are lost as the notch in Axos 6 rises slightly from right to left. This suggests that the lower edge of Axos 5 served as a horizontal guide for line 7 across the join. The orientation of line 7 was maintained on Axos 6, even though the join between Axos 6 and the block immediately beneath it forced the mason to inscribe the lower tips of the letters on the block below.
An observation of a different kind also recommends associating these two inscribed blocks. The term nóXe[ioq occurs once in Axos 5, line 2, and 16. Halbherr in Comparetti and Halbherr 1888, pp. 146-148, and Comparetti 1893, pp. 401-404; Guarducci in IC II, p. 54. 17. Halbherr (Comparetti and Halbherr 1888, pp. 129-130; Comparetti 1893, p. 383) claimed that his drawings were to scale (1:10) . At the scale of 1:10, the drawings should measure as follows (as they do in Guarducci, IC II, and in Fig. 2 1:15 (Fig. 1:2a, 2b, 3a, 3b) .
18. The same observations concerning the size and shape of the letters are true of an additional six of the Archaic inscriptions from the acropolis ( Table 1, nos. 1-4, 7, and 11) . It is possible that the same mason inscribed all of these inscriptions, although Ikonomaki (2005) discerns sufficient variation in their letter forms to attribute them to different masons working during the period ca. 550-475 b.c. Jeffery {LSAG, p. 316, attributed the Archaic inscriptions from Axos to one of three legal "codes": Table 1 , nos. 12-14, belonged to a legal code of the early 6th century b.c.; nos. 1-8 and 11 belonged to a second code of ca. 525-500 b.c.; and no. 16 belonged to a third legal code of ca. 525-500 b.c. It is not clear whether Jeffery meant the term "code" in the sense of an organized collection of laws, or to indicate laws inscribed together on the walls of the same building by the same mason. The evidence is not sufficient to support the first of the two alternatives.
19. Comparetti and Halbherr 1888, p. 147; Comparetti 1893, p. 403. 20 . It is important to keep in mind the considerable size (and so weight) of the blocks (for measurements, see p. 87), as well as the fact that they were not found together; as noted above, Axos 6 was discovered on the acropolis, whereas Axos 5 was reused (as building material?) in a house in the modern village, where it was studied in situ by Haussoullier, Halbherr, and Jeffery. 84 PAULA J. PERLMAN Figure 1 . Drawings of Axos 6 (left column) and Axos 5 (right column). Table 1 , no. 12B), the first line of all multiline epichoric texts from Axos that are inscribed on blocks with a preserved upper edge begin at the left.22 Again with two exceptions (Table 1, nos. 12A and 14g) , the same is true of texts of only one line.23 These observations suggest that inscriptions from Axos usually began at the left. Our original text, then, is likely to have started with a line running from the left to the right on a block higher up the wall. The distance between the top of the letters in line 1 of Axos 6 and the upper edge ofthat block appears to be about the same as the interlinear space elsewhere in Axos 5 and Axos 6. The final line inscribed on the blocks immediately above Axos 5 and Axos 6 may, then, have rested directly on the lower edge of those blocks, as does line 7 on Axos 5. The text must have continued onto a block (or blocks) to the left of Axos 6. On the other hand, as I argue below, it is likely that the text is complete at the right. It is not possible to determine if line 8, on the "tab" at the bottom of Axos 6, is the final line of the text. 21 . The majority of the difficult readings occur in Axos 5. Haussoullier s drawing ofthat block ( Fig. 1:1b) , which is the earliest documentation of the inscription, represents the left, right, and lower edges as jagged, rather than the straight edges depicted in the later drawings of Halbherr ( Fig. 1:2b, 3b) , Guarducci (Fig. 1:4b) , and Jeffery ( Fig. 1:5b) , and he records considerably fewer letters than they do. It is likely that at the time Haussoullier examined the block, some material (stucco, mortar, or perhaps paint) associated with its reuse obscured portions of the text, particularly at the edges of the block. Halbherr must have cleaned the stone before drawing it. Even so, the letters along the left and right edges of Axos 5 appear to have been difficult to read Fig. 1:1b) , Guarducci (Fig. 1:4b) , and Jeffery ( Fig. 1:5b) show only the oblique strokes. Guarducci records the letter as a dotted alpha. 8 Halbherr ( Fig. 1:2b, 3b ) records two oblique strokes and traces of the base of the delta. Haussoullier ( Fig. 1:1b) , Guarducci (Fig. 1:4b) , and Jeffery ( Fig. 1:5b ) record only the oblique strokes.
Restoring an iota where the stone has broken away at the proposed join between Axos 5 and Axos 6 yields m [i] . At the end of the line (Axos 6), possibly o[w -].
Line 2: e Apart from Haussoullier s ( Fig. 1:1a Line 4: i Haussoullier ( Fig. 1:1b) and Jeffery ( Fig. 1 :5b) record a short oblique stroke high in the letter space. Halbherr (Fig. 1:2b, 3b ) and Guarducci ( Fig. 1:4b) record what looks like a small chi with the right half drawn with greater certainty than the left. Comparetti (Comparetti and Halbherr 1888, Comparetti 1893 ) and Guarducci interpret the letter as k, but the oblique strokes of the fully preserved kappas appear to be longer and to form a more acute angle than do the two strokes in question.
The term piev is not attested elsewhere. It can be explained as a nominal derivative of Indo-European *wiH-"pursue," from which both ïç "strength" and itijii "send" derive. It is most likely either a nominalized neuter participle meaning "pursuing/being strong thing," or a nominalized possessive adjective meaning "pursuit-full/force-full thing." This derivation suggests that the term perhaps refers to a projectile weapon (arrow or javelin).
r| Halbherr ( Fig. 1:2b, 3b ) records an abraded vertical stroke and two abraded horizontal strokes extending to the right of the vertical, one at the top and one at the bottom, with a short horizontal stroke that does not attach to the vertical between the two longer ones. Guarducci (Fig. 1:4b) and Jeffery ( Fig. 1 :5b) record a vertical stroke and a nearly horizontal stroke that extends to the right from the top of the vertical (e is also possible).
y All drawings represent the two legs. Halbherr ( Fig. 1:2b, 3b) indicates the tail of a digamma in a rough spot on the stone. Comparetti (Comparetti and Halbherr 1888, Comparetti 1893 ) prints a digamma (no dot) in the edited text. Guarducci ( Fig. 1:4b) represents the tail as a dotted line and prints a dotted digamma. Neither Haussoullier ( Fig. 1:1b) nor Jeffery ( Fig. 1:5b) records the tail.24 24. Haussoullier does not record the digamma s tail anywhere in Axos 5 or Axos 6 ( Fig. 1:1a, lb) . 25. In Comparetti and Halbherr 1888, p. 146, and Comparetti 1893, p. 402 : "II segno prima delTO è scolpito assai profondamente." 26. Bile 1988, pp. 171-172. a "new" inscription from archaic axos 89
1 Haussoullier ( Fig. 1:1b) records an unambiguous iota. Halbherr ( Fig. 1:2b, 3b) and Guarducci ( Fig. 1:4b ) record a short oblique stroke high in the letter space and a yet shorter oblique stroke that intersects it to form a Y-shaped mark. Jeffery ( Fig. 1:5b ) records nothing to the right of the kappa.
Line 5: Apart from Jeffery 's ( Fig. 1:5b) , the drawings record traces of a letter at the right edge of Axos 5. Haussoullier ( Fig. 1:1b) records the upper part of a vertical stroke; Halbherr ( Fig. 1:2b, 3b ) records a short vertical stroke and a curved stroke that joins the vertical at top and bottom creating a small loop to the right; Guarducci ( Fig. 1:4b) records the joining upper tips of a vertical and oblique stroke. Halbherr 's remark that this "letter" is inscribed very deeply suggests that it did not resemble the inscribing of the other letters.25 Perhaps what was interpreted as part of a letter was instead deep pitting in the stone that forced the mason to inscribe the omicron some distance to the left of the right edge of the stone (cf. the vacat in line 6 of Axos 5 between iota and eta). In this case, the text could be understood to wrap around lines 4-5 to form the word XoyKÍov "(small) spear." For p/v, compare OTtopôôáv for orcovôriv ( Table 1, OVÇ = ox>q. övoai = oticou is also possible, perhaps referring to the àaxocí in line 6. But what follows on Axos 6 (punctuation and postpositive uev) suggests the beginning of a sentence (see below, p. 91), thus making it difficult to construe the epsilon at the end of the sentence (övooci e). aíé = aieí/àeí (Herodian GG 3. 1.497 [Lentz] ). The adverb occurs in only one other early inscription from Crete, where it is spelled ccíeí (/CIV 72xi,line25). I Halbherr (Fig. 1:2a, 3a) and Jeffery ( Fig. 1 :5a) record a vertical stroke consistent with a vertical dividing line; Guarducci ( Fig juL The drawings of Halbherr (Fig. 1:2a, 3a) permit the reading of a mu. Comparetti and Halbherr 1888 and Comparetti 1893 record xò (|i)ev ôémxov in the edited text. The drawings of Haussoullier ( Fig. 1:1a) , Guarducci ( Fig. 1:4a ), and Jeffery ( Fig. 1 :5a) record a clear nu. Guarducci The vertical dividing line here marks the division between sentences. a' for ai. The first letter in line 6 on Axos 5 is an alpha inscribed some distance to the right of the left edge of the stone. The drawings of Haussoullier ( Fig. 1:1b) , Guarducci (Fig. 1:4b) , and Jeffery ( Fig. 1 :5b) record nothing to the left of this initial alpha. Halbherr (Fig. 1:2b, 3b ) suggests a short oblique stroke high in the letter space that would be consistent with i or K. 27 Comparetti records this as a k; Guarducci asserts that there are no traces of the kappa. Reading an iota does not alter the meaning of the text: aí ô' ai àaxaí. For the spelling àaxaí without an initial digamma, compare SEG XXIII 566, line 7, a law of the 4th or 3rd century b.c. from Axos that mentions àaxáç in the context of the dedication of apanhai. All drawings indicate that there is a flaw in the stone following aaxai that was left uninscribed.
r' = temporal adverb "after"/"when * or adverb of place "where" (Bile 1988, pp. 211-212) . In its temporal sense r' usually appears with m + subjunctive; see Willetts 1967, pp. 67-68. For the use of the optative (ocAxnxo) through assimilation in temporal clauses, see, e.g., SEG XXVII 620; /CIV 72iv, line 10, with Willetts 1967, p. 63, and Bile 1988, pp. 256-257 . The adverb of place seems to be ruled out by the optative.
Line 7: X Halbherr ( Fig. 1 :2b, 3b) and Guarducci ( Fig. 1 :4b) record a short horizontal stroke high in the letter space. Haussoullier (Fig. 1:1b) and Jeffery (Fig. 1:5b) record no traces to the right of the initial omicron. The short strokes of the other lambdas in Axos 5 (lines 2 and 4) form a more acute angle than the abraded trace of the stroke in line 7, but reading a dotted lambda yields ocA,oixo, aor. opt. aAioKojiai (x is also possible).
A Halbherr ( Fig. 1 :2b, 3b) records the upper part of two intersecting oblique strokes and the crossbar; Guarducci (Fig. 1:4b) and Jeffery ( Fig. 1 :5b) do not show the crossbar.
n All drawings record the upper part of two vertical strokes and a horizontal between their upper tips (H is also possible).
E Halbherr ( Fig. 1 :2b, 3b), Guarducci (Fig. 1:4b) , and Jeffery ( Fig. 1 :5b) record a horizontal stroke at the top of the letter space and a bit of the vertical stroke. There is room for one letter following E.
n All drawings but Haussoullier's (Fig. 1:1a) record the upper part of two vertical strokes and a connecting horizontal.
A Halbherr ( Fig. 1 :2a, 3a), Guarducci (Fig. 1:4a) , and Jeffery ( Fig. 1 :5a) record the upper parts of two intersecting oblique strokes.
There may be one letter lost (on Axos 5) between the second omicron and A and another lost between A and FI, although it is also possible that here, too, the stone was pitted and the mason left the spaces uninscribed.
Line 8: Guarducci ( Fig. 1 :4a, following Halbherr?) records the two central oblique strokes and part of the right leg of san (I) and an oblique stroke in the letter space to the right of the I. The a.oax she suggests in the apparatus criticus does not tally with her drawing. Punctuation Punctuation (a vertical line) is preserved in all but one of the early inscriptions from Axos.28 It occurs five times in the eight preserved lines of our "new," composite inscription: once each in lines 2, 5, and 6, and twice in line 3. In line 3, the postpositive uev, which is inscribed across the proposed join between the two blocks, indicates that toc àfxx] is phrase-initial and follows a pause, as is also suggested by the punctuation immediately in front (to the right) of xá at the beginning of the line on Axos 5. Punctuation is used in a similar position in lines 5 and 6, where the postpositives uév (line 5) and 8' (for ôé, line 6) indicate that to and ai are phrase-initial. I suggest that in all three cases, the punctuation denotes the pause between sentences.29 The same claim cannot be made for the punctuation in line 2 following the verb tìuev. As understood here, the genitive to rcoXiuo is a nominal dependent of the subject noun phrase (e.g., [ tò £Kaaip]e6èv (uépoç) to 7ioA,éu [o] "the [share] that has been set aside from the war"). The punctuation that precedes the genitive might represent a pause reflecting the appositional force of the nominal dependent and its dislocation from the noun it depends upon. In line 3, in contrast, the nominal dependent (to rcoAiuo) is adjacent to the subject noun phrase upon which it depends (tÒc àpcrj), and an interpunct follows rather than precedes it. The lacuna after the second punctuation mark in line 3 makes it impossible to determine if it represents a pause following the complete subject. In the other four occurrences in the "new" text where the use of the punctuation can be analyzed, it occurs where we might expect it, and so presents no challenge to the proposed join of these two blocks. As a final observation on the use of punctuation in the "new" text, it is worth pointing out that here as elsewhere on Crete the vertical dividing line occurs both between and within sentences.
Date
Features of the writing itself (letter forms, layout of the texts on the blocks, and use of punctuation) provide the only clues for dating the "new" inscription from Axos.30 Scholars agree, albeit for slightly different reasons, that the inscribed blocks from the acropolis belong to the late 6th or early 5th century b.c. Guarducci emphasized the absence of the letter qoppa and the fact that the inscriptions from Axos, unlike the epichoric inscriptions from elsewhere on the island, begin at the left.31 The letter qoppa, however, does not appear to have been included in all of the 7th-6th-century alphabets used by various Cretan communities (it is not attested, for example, 28 . The exception is Table 1 , no. 3. The vertical dividing line is the most common form of punctuation in the early inscriptions (public and private) from Crete and is widely attested on the island. For discussion, see Bile 1988, pp. 73-74; Jeffery LSAG, pp. 308 (esp. fig. 45), 309; Perlman 2002, pp. 189-190; Gagarin 2008, p. 48. 29 . The vertical dividing line occurs in this position in Table 1 , no. 1, lines 4, 12, and 14.
30. The archaeological context is of little help in dating the inscription.
Even if it could be demonstrated that Axos 5 and Axos 6 came originally from the walls of the building on the acropolis, the date ofthat structure is not known. Cult activities appear to have taken place in its vicinity from the 7th century b.c. onward; see Prent 2005, p. 248. 31. IC II, p. 48. in the laws of the 7th-6th century b.c. from Dreros), and so its presence or absence is not a good criterion for dating.32 Furthermore, the preference for beginning a text from the left may be a practice peculiar to Axos rather than an indication of date. Masons working in other communities on the island, where writing began from the right during the 7th and 6th centuries, continued to begin their inscribing from the right until well into the 5th century b.c.33 Unless the masons of Axos were precocious in switching to retrograde writing, or the earliest inscriptions from Axos are one to two generations later than commonly proposed, it would seem that writing from the left was a peculiarity of this Archaic community. Jeffery assigned the acropolis inscriptions to the period ca. 525-500 b.c., adducing the late forms of several letters (e3, i2, p3, d3) and the absence of "archaic paragraphing."34 If developed letter forms and the absence of archaic paragraphing suggest a Late Archaic or Early Classical date, the use of the vertical dividing line -which seems to go out of use, at least at Gortyn, before the beginning of the 5th century -cautions against taking the acropolis inscriptions too far into the Classical period. 
lib).37
The reference to Zeus s sanctuary on Mt. Ida in the "new" inscription is by far the earliest evidence from Axos for his cult;38 other sources for his cult there are no earlier than the end of the 4th century or beginning of the 3rd. A sacred law of the Late Classical or Early Hellenistic period required the officials of Axos (the kosmos or the apokosmos) to sacrifice a 32. Bile 1988, p. 75. 33. Guarducci (IC IV, p. 40 pp.44,311. 35. Perlman 2002, pp. 189-190; Gagarin 2008, p. 123. 36 . Cf. IC IV 3 (Gortyn, 7th-6th century b.c.) for the sacrifice of ewes (oiç Ondeia) to Apollo, Hera, and Demeter.
37. For the worship of Poseidon on Crete, see Willetts 1962, pp. 289-290; Sporn 2002, p. 388 , table 13. 38. An engraved bronze mitra (abdominal armor) from Axos (late 7th-early 6th century b.c.) depicts a longhaired beardless figure emerging(?) from a tripod cauldron. The figure wears a peplos and holds a shield and a sword. Levi (1925 Levi ( -1926 1945, pp. 293-313) identified the figure as Apollo. Hoffmann (1972, pp. 23-24, 37) confirmed (on the basis of the figures peplos) the suggestion of Guarducci (1937) that the figure is a female, most likely Athena. Capdeville (1990, pp. 94-95) , who does not mention Hoffmann, identifies the figure either as Zeus himself, or as the youthful preHellenic god with whom Zeus was later assimilated. god.46 Notable among the dedicatory objects are the bronze tripod cauldrons and the bronze armor and weapons (the decorated bronze shields in particular) that began to appear in the 9th century and continued through the end of the 7th.47 The cult celebrated there has been variously identified as a vegetation/fertility cult associated with the dying and rising god, an initiatory cult of male maturation, or an initiatory cult for male warriors. 48 The presence of dedicatory offerings that imply a female clientele (e.g., gold jewelry) suggests that the cult of Idaian Zeus was of broader appeal, or that the male god was worshipped there together with a female deity.49 39. SEG XXIII 566, lines 13-16. Zeus, whom Hesychios identified as the god of the hekatomb in Arcadia and Crete (s.v. 'EKaxoußaioc-Zeùç èv Topi wfl Kai Tcap' 'Apmoi Kai KpTiaiv), has been proposed as the recipient of the "great hekatomb" mentioned in another of the early laws from the acropolis (Table 1 , no 1, lines 12-13, ca. 500 b.c.); see Sporn 2002 , p. 227. 40. Svoronos [1889 Le Rider 1966, p. 97; Sideropoulos 2006 , pp. 152-154. 41. Svoronos [1889 Sideropoulos 2006 , pp. 154-157. Capdeville (1990 Iöaicp. 46. Sakellarakis 1988a, pp. 212-213; Prent 2005, pp. 592, 603. Prent suggests (p. 603 ) that Zeus's cult was introduced toward the end of the 2nd millennium b.c. 47 . For the bronze votives from the cave sanctuary on Ida and shifts in dedicatory habits at the sanctuary, see Prent 2005 , pp. 314-318, 367-388, 571-572. 48. Robertson 1996 Prent 2005, pp. 594-601; Chaniotis 2006b, pp. 202-203. Prent The cave's remote location, just below the summit on the north side of Mt. Ida at an altitude of 1,500 m, and the types, quality, and quantity of the objects dedicated there suggest that during the Early Iron Age and Archaic period the cave was an interregional sanctuary and a locus of aristocratic display.50 Axos is the closest substantial settlement known to have been occupied in the Early Iron Age and subsequent periods.51 The "new" inscription from Axos provides the earliest evidence for state interest in the cult. Such interest on the part of Gortyn is attested in the mid-5th century b.c. in a provision of the agreement between Gortyn and the Rhittenioi stipulating that the Rhittenioi were to contribute "to Ida" sacrificial animals worth 350 staters for the trieteric sacrifice.52 Later, state interest in the cult of Zeus Idaios is attested beyond the immediate vicinity of Mt. Ida. Zeus Idatas was numbered among the oath gods in alliances not only of Gortyn and its neighbor Priansos, but also of Olous, Lyktos, and Hierapytna in central and eastern Crete.53 State interest in the cult is attested as well in western Crete, at Kydonia (modern Chania). 54 If line 1 does refer to sacrificial offerings rather than to some other form of gift, what, if anything, does this suggest about the nature of the "new" inscription from Axos? The early inscriptions from Crete mention sacrifices in several different contexts. They are prescribed for expiation or purification in one early law, listed in what appear to be fragments from sacrificial calendars, and required of treaty partners in interstate agreements and of individuals in agreements between the polis and members of the community, and their performance is regulated in laws that appear to be largely sacred in content.55 Some texts specify the sanctuary where the 50. Prent (2005, pp. 159, 314, 567-569) discusses the location of the sanctuary and its likely function as a regional (or interregional) gathering place during the Early Iron Age and the Archaic period (ca. 970-480 b.c.) . See also Chaniotis 2006b, pp. 202-203. For the function of (inter)regional sanctuaries as loci of elite display and competition, see Prent 2005 , pp. 216, 560-566. 51. Capdeville (1990 [ -] ). This later law goes on to mention a "trieteric" (xpipexripiav, line 7). "Trieteric" probably does refer to a festival or sacrifice, but it is not at all certain that this ritual took place on Mt. Ida. Another of the early laws from the acropolis at Axos refers to a trieteric sacrifice (Table 1, For the restorations in the latter two texts, see Chaniotis 1996, p. 201, no. 8 (Gortyn and Arkades), and p. 268, no. 32 (Gortyn and Sybrita) . 54. Polybios (28.14) took as a measure of the impiety of the Kydoniatai the fact that although they had deposited with Idaian Zeus a copy of the treaty of sympoliteia that they had sworn with the Apolloniatai, the Kydoniatai nevertheless destroyed Apollonia and its inhabitants. The episode is dated to the period ca. 184-170 b.c.; see Chaniotis 1996, pp. 285-287. It is likely that the sanctuary in question was the famous one on Mt. Ida, but it should be noted that another sanctuary of the god was located on the border between Gortyn and Priansos (IC IV 174, line 23; for the location of the sanctuary, see Chaniotis 1996, pp. 251-252 Prent 2005 , pp. 160-162, 319-320. 60. Prent (2005 ) defines an extraurban sanctuary as one that "cannot be easily connected with one particular settlement." Extraurban sanctuaries "may . . . have had close ties with a certain community, but the implication is that a regional or even interregional function should at least be considered a possibility for many of them." She distinguishes the function of Early Iron Age suburban sanctuaries, such as the lower sanctuary at Axos, in integrating the elite into the political community (Prent 2005, pp. 476-502) from the function of extraurban sanctuaries, such as the one on Mt. Ida, in establishing interregional elite networks (pp. 559-606).
61. For the dekate, see Pritchett 1974 Pritchett -1991 PAULA J. PERLMAN Whatever we both together take from the enemy by land, [Tylisos] shall by division have the third share of everything, and half of everything that is taken by sea. Whatever we take in common, the Knosioi shall have the dekate. But of the spoils 'phalura for laphura'y62 both shall send the finest jointly to Delphi, and the rest both shall dedicate jointly to Ares at Knossos.
This passage preserves one of the earliest regulations concerning the allocation of the profits of war to the contingents (i.e., to their commanders or hometown officials) that the parties to the agreement contributed to a joint force.63 The property seized on land was to be divided into three shares, while property captured at sea was divided into two.64 Knossos alone received the dekatey presumably set aside from the booty prior to its division into shares for distribution to the participants. This and the fact that the spoils that remained after the best had been set aside to send to Delphi were dedicated to Ares at Knossos contribute to the view that Tylisos was in some sense subordinate to Knossos.65 What, if anything, does this mid-5 th-century agreement suggest about the meaning of dekaton in the "new" inscription from Axos? Was dekaton perhaps used here as a synonym for dekatei66 Or does it refer to a share of the booty allocated to the victors (cf. to xpíxov jiépoç in ML 42B, line 6), to the weapons and arms stripped from the corpses of the vanquished enemy on the battlefield. The skula were dedicated in the temples and sanctuaries of the victors. The best of the skula might be sent to one of the Panhellenic sanctuaries for public display. There is general agreement that here, contrary to common usage, xôv (paA,t>pov xôc koKXiaxeîa refers to the fairest of the spoils; see, e.g., Pritchett 1974 , vol. 5, pp. 132-147, 365. 63. See Pritchett 1974 64. The passage does not identify who was to receive the shares of booty, but there is general agreement that Tylisos received a third and Knossos two-thirds of the booty taken on land, and each received half of the booty taken at sea: Vollgraff 1948, pp. 44-45; Graham 1983, pp. 242-243 ; in contrast, Kahrstedt (1941 Kahrstedt ( -1942 argues that the division was between Knossos and Argos. A second provision seems to concern the distribution of booty in the event that communities not party to the agreement contributed forces to a joint expedition (ML 42B, lines 31-34): ai ôè crulurc^éoveç rcóXieç èie noXejiíov ëXoiev xpéuaxa I hónai cruvyvoíev ¿oi Kvóaioi Kai xoi Apyeîoi I hox>%Q êuev ("If several cities together capture property from the enemy, as the Knosioi and Argeioi agree, so shall it be"). See Vollgraff (1948, p. 72) , who suggests that the provision presupposes the existence of a league of Cretan cities. 65. Kahrstedt (1941 Kahrstedt ( -1942 argues that Tylisos was a foreign possession of Argos.
66. It is worth observing that ML 42 is written in the epichoric alphabet of Argos and in the Argolic dialect. Thus, the use oí dekate in this text for the share set aside for the gods should not be taken as compelling evidence that this term was current in 6th-or 5 th-century Crete. spear").67 Alternatively, perhaps line 4 is part of the provision that answers xa apiri uiv in line 3 and concerns property seized in war that is not apcf).
The neuter plural xá in line 3 might equally well refer to spoils (aicûXa), booty (taxcpDpa), or dekata. In that case, lines 3-4 would concern (1) the disposition of property seized in war that is in some sense àprí', and (2) the disposition of dekata, possibly from goods that are not ócpcrj. If we understand dekaton as a synonym for dekate, I know of no case where one community set aside more than one dekate, although it is perhaps possible that Axos set aside one dekate for each of two (or more) gods (e.g., Zeus and Poseidon). Thus, if dekaton is used here for the share of the booty reserved for the gods, the evidence for two or more dekata might imply that the "new" inscription from Axos regulated the behavior of two or more communities. A provision concerning the distribution of booty in a Hellenistic treaty between two east Cretan poleis, Hierapytna and Priansos, provides some support for this interpretation of multiple dekatai:
ai Ôé ti 06COV ßco^ouivcov ëtanu£v àyalGòv arcò xcov rco^euicov, r' Koiv&i é^oôo^aavxeç r' iôíai xilvèç nap9 èmiépcov r' mia yav r' Kaxà QáXaacav, taxvlxavóvxcov èicáxepoi Kaxòc xòç avôpaç xòç Eprcovxaç I Kai xàç Seicáxaç Aa|ußavovxcov emxepoi éc xàv íôílocv KÒXlV. If, gods willing, we capture from the enemy booty (àyaoóv) by land or at sea, having marched out either on an official expedition or as privateers, each of us shall have a share of the booty in proportion to the number of men who go along, and each of us shall take the dekatai for our own polis.68 This Hellenistic treaty, like the earlier one for Knossos and Tylisos, includes provisions concerning both booty (here simply àya0óv) and the tithe (ôemxri) for the gods.69 Here, however, each of the treaty partners was to receive its own dekate.
Allowing the possibility that dekaton means dekate in the "new" inscription from Axos, are we justified in appealing to measures in the Hellenistic treaty as evidence for earlier practice? Provisions concerning the distribution of booty are found in other Hellenistic treaties from Crete.70 5th-centuiy agreement of Knossos, Tylisos, and Argos,72 which suggests that at least in this respect the later treaties attest some conservatism in both content (regulations for the distribution of booty and regulations for interstate commerce) and structure, the latter implying that booty and interstate commerce were linked conceptually as sources of public and private revenue.73 Thus, the use of later Cretan treaties to shed light on earlier practices finds some support.74
In conclusion, then, the references to dekaton in the "new" inscription most likely concern the distribution of the profits of war, either as shares of the booty for the men who seized them or as shares of the booty set aside for the gods. In either case, the reference to "the other dekaton' suggests that there were two or more of them, perhaps implying that the text concerned at least two communities.
Lines 5-6: Public Officials and the Dedication of Weapons
The phrase ovç aie (line 5) may refer to individuals (possibly officials) who were responsible for some future, and presumably repeated, action. The context suggests that the action involved the separating out of items -a wten and a spear -from one dekaton for special treatment, possibly as dedications to a god, e.g., ovç aie (KOGjiíovxaç xiGéuev) "those who (serve as kosmoi) at the time (shall dedicate)." We might compare this with the phrase oí kóouoi oí xok' óceì Koouiovxec ("the kosmoi who are serving at the time"), which occurs in asylia decrees enacted by several of the Cretan poleis for Teos.75 This latter phrase is found, albeit partially restored, in a decree from Malia in an accusative/infinitive construction similar to that suggested here (IC I xix 3, lines 39-41, 2nd century b.c.): òcyev ôè Kai e')áu£pov xòç kóouoç xòç [àei Koa]|níovxaç mx' éviauxòv év xai ëicxai xã> BaK[iv0íco] ur|vóç kzX.
Each year the kosmoi who are serving at the time shall hold the festival on the sixth day of the month of Hyakinthios.
A shortened form is preserved in one of the early laws from Axos: xôi xóm KOG|iíov[xi] ("to the one who serves as kosmos at the time").76 72. ML 42B: distribution of booty (lines 4-11), import-export (lines 11-14).
73. The practices attested in ML 42 differ in detail somewhat from those in the Hellenistic treaties. For example, the later treaties adopted a policy for distributing the booty that is essentially per capita, unlike the distribution described in ML 42.
74. The implications of the observation made above (n. 66) concerning the foreign (Argolic) alphabet and the dialect of ML 42 need not carry over to the substance and organization of the agreement. The former (alphabet and dialect) suggest that the treaty was inscribed in Argos, or, for the inscription from Tylisos (ML 42 A), by an Argive mason working in Crete (or at least a mason working from an Argive exemplar). Even so, the communities of Tylisos and Knossos no doubt contributed to the formulation of the agreement. Thus, the substance of its provisions and its structure might well reflect local, Cretan practices. 75 The occurrence of the hapax legomenon piev at the join between Axos 5 and Axos 6 is, admittedly, worrisome. Yet, the incidence in the epichoric inscriptions of Crete of both hapax legomena and strings of letters that defy comprehension is noteworthy,77 as is the incidence of otherwise unattested terms identified as "Cretan" in the lexicographers. 78 The etymology for piev proposed above (from ïr||ii; see p. 88) and the context of its appearance as an alternative for a spear (XofKiov) imply that piev refers to a projectile weapon (i.e., an arrow or perhaps another kind of spear). The word ióç (arrow) occurs in an epichoric inscription from the central Cretan village of Aphrati.79 Even so, this should not rule out the use of other non-Greek, local, or Archaic terms for "arrow" elsewhere on the island.80 The diminutive A,oy%iov was used both for a short spear (or spearhead) and for pendants that were spear-shaped.81 Both objects (spear/ spearhead and pendant) are attested as votives.82 The inscription from Aphrati that mentions arrows (ICI v 4) is of great interest to us.83 Although the limestone stele is broken across the top and the beginning of the text is lost, it is clear that the inscription concerned a dedication. The public nature of the dedication is indicated by the use of the dating formula, [e]k' koouiÓvtov 0oc|JA)vSá [pi] Bile (1988, pp. 361-362) remarks upon the frequency of Greek hapax legomena in the Cretan lexicon. Two hapaxes are attested at Axos in Table 1 , no. 1: line 3, xo m)uev [ -] (cf. Hesych. s.v. ivúeaGoti-Koaueîv, iôpúvecGai) ; line 8, ôiá^aioç (gen. sing. *Ôiátanç?). Comparetti (in Comparetti and Halbherr 1888, pp. 135-136) entertained the possibility that letters are missing at the end of line 8 and/or at the beginning of line 9, and proposed [p]iôia[i ai KocVléoi. Comparetti (1893, pp. 390-391) and Baunack (apud Comparetti) associated *6iáXciq with àÀôaivco "cause to grow," suggesting "provisions" for *Òiakaiq. Van Effenterre (1946, p. 592 ) associated *ôiáÀ,aiç with ïMxo (*eïtao), aor.2 pass. è.áXr'v, in the sense of "assembly/assemble." 78. For terms identified as Cretan in the lexicographers, see below, n. 80. For non-Greek terms in the Cretan vocabulary, see Duhoux 1982; Brown 1985. 79. IC I v 4, late 6th-early 5th century b.c. Halbherr (1901, pp. 397-398) discovered the inscription in the village church. 80 . Cf. Hesych. s.v. ioßAric-mtaxuoç 7tapà KpTiGÍv. Brown (1985, p. 64 ) notes that mXauoç here probably means "arrow shaft" and that the glossed term means "arrow." Other words for arrow (e.g., ße^oc, òigtóç, TÓ^eüuoc) are not attested on Crete, but compare Artemis's epithet Tokoìoc in the Great Code from Gortyn (IC IV 72iii, line 9). Hesychios identifies as Cretan three otherwise unattested terms for arms and armor: s.w. môuoç-Ôópi), À,ó(poç, àarciç Kpfjxeç; taxíaç-àc7u8aç. Kpfjieç; pucTÓv Ôópi). Kpfjxeç. The first two (mô^ioç, Xocíaç) appear to be of nonGreek derivation; see Brown 1985, pp. 65-66, 76. 81.Spear:/GII21541,linel7 (Athens, 357/6 b.c.) 83. Levi (1925 Levi ( -1926 ) identified the ancient settlement on the ridge (Ayios Elias) above the village of Aphrati as ancient Arkades; Viviers (1994, pp. 234-241) be angry with him"). Halbherr suggested that the dedication was a battle trophy, or perhaps a bunch of arrows dedicated to the goddess from booty seized in war.85 Arrowheads and spearheads/spear butts have been found in votive contexts at a number of sanctuaries in Crete, most notably at Axos itself, where two bronze spear butts were recovered from the late-7th-or 6th-century b.c. deposits of bronzes (primarily armor and arms) that were discovered in the lower sanctuary.86 The dedication of weapons, both as part of a battle trophy and by themselves, was common throughout the Greek world during the Archaic period.87 Inscriptions on the butts of spears indicate that both individuals and poleis were responsible for these offerings.88 In some cases, the inscriptions proclaim that the weapons were seized from an enemy;89 the dedications inscribed on three bronze spear butts found at Olympia identify the objects as spoils (aid) tax) taken by the Taran tinoi from the Thourioi and dedicated to Zeus Olympios as a dekate.90 None of the arrow or spearheads/spear butts from Crete were inscribed, so there is nothing to indicate whether they were public gifts, as appears to have been the case for the arrows dedicated to Athena at Aphrati, or private ones. Assuming that the provision in the "new" inscription from Axos does concern the dedication of weapons, we may conclude that such gifts, whether public or private, were regulated by the state. If the phrase OVÇ ocié refers to officials of Axos, the dedication was probably public. On the other hand, if the dekaton from which the objects (wien and spear) were separated out was a share of the booty intended for distribution to those who participated in its capture, the regulation perhaps required the recipients of the dekaton to dedicate a share of what they received.
If the "new" inscription from Axos does provide evidence for the public dedication of weapons seized in battle, or, for that matter, for the public 85. Halbherr 1901, pp. 397-398. Cf. Guarducci (IC I, p. 9) , who suggested that the dedication was an image of an armed Athena. 86. Levi 1930 -1931 Prent 2005, p. 249 . Arrow-and spearheads dating to the Archaic period have also been recovered from the Idaian cave (Prent 2005, p. 317) , Altar Hill at Praisos (Prent 2005, p. 304) , Temples A and B at Kommos (Shaw and Harlan 2000, pp. 363-370; Prent 2005, pp. 324, 326) , the acropolis at Gortyn (Levi 1955-1956, p. 262 and fig. 34 ), the sanctuary (of Demeter?) at Vrysses (Mortzos 1985, pp. 50-51; Sporn 2002, pp. 281-282) , and Psychro cave (Boardman 1961, pp. 24-31, 54-55; Prent 2005, p. 341) . The bronze spearheads and bronze and iron arrowheads from the sanctuary of Aphrodite and Hermes at Kato Syme are more likely associated with hunting than with warfare (Prent 2005, pp. 346, 587-591) . For the bronze armor from Axos (one helmet, one corselet, nine mitrai), see Levi 1930 Levi -1931 Hoffmann 1972, esp. pp. 21-25; Monaco 2006 . 87. Simon (1986 ) catalogues 36 sanctuaries outside of Crete where spears were dedicated and 32 where arrows were dedicated in the Archaic period. Cretan archers were later regarded as particularly skilled; poets of the Classical and Hellenistic periods alluded to the islanders' association with the bow (e.g., Callim. Hymn 3.81-83), while the service of Cretan bowmen in foreign armies is amply attested (e.g., Thuc. 6.43, 7.57.9 ; Xen. An. 1.2.9 ). The ubiquity of dedicatory arrows in the Archaic period perhaps belies any earlier particular association of Cretans and archery. Pausanias (4.8.3 ) provides the only evidence for Cretan mercenary archers in the Archaic period; Luraghi (2008) , however, exposes his account of the Second Messenian War in book 4 as a 4th-century and later construction. 88. Public dedications: e.g., IvO 245, 247, 254-256; private: e.g., Greenwell 1881, pp. 76-82. 89. E.g., IvO 247, 254-256; SEGX1 1045. Epigrams from the Anthology suggest that individuals might dedicate their own weapons to the gods upon reaching adulthood {Anth. Pal. 6.282 ), in thanks for success in hunting (Anth. Pal. 6.75, 326; cf. above, n. 86) , and when old age rendered the dedicator unfit for battle {Anth. Pal. 6.52). Inscriptions attesting both public and private dedications are much more common on items of armor -helmets and shields in particular -than they are on weapons. See, e.g., Kunze 1967 for inscribed armor from Olympia. 90 . GKÛXa arcò 0o')píov Tapavxwoi àvéoerav Àii 'OÀ')U7tíoi ôemxav . a "new" inscription from archaic axos ioi regulation of private dedications, it is worth considering the provision in light of the votive weapons and armor discovered there. As noted above, the two bronze spear butts from Axos come from votive deposits that included other bronzes, most notably items of armor. The deposits have been dated on the basis of the armor to the period ca. 625-575 b.c., and so are considerably earlier than the "new" inscription from Axos.91 The armor from Axos is not inscribed;92 the archaeological context indicates that the objects were dedications, but it is not possible to determine anything further about the dedicators (private or public) or the source of the objects (seized from the enemy or the personal property of the dedicators). Votive armor, both life-size and miniature, has been found at several other Cretan sanctuaries, all of it uninscribed and so subject to the same questions of interpretation as the armor from Axos.93 Exceptional in this regard is the bronze armor reportedly from Aphrati that came to light through illicit excavations.94 Fourteen of the 24 items of armor were inscribed; the inscriptions consist of personal names in the nominative, in some cases with the demonstrative pronoun in the accusative (xóôe or xóvôe) for the object, and in some cases with r'Xe indicating that the objects were captured.95 Clearly the inscriptions were not meant merely to record ownership, but the absence of either a dedicatory formula or the name of a divinity makes it difficult to recognize the objects as dedications.96 Rescue excavations undertaken by Angelike Lebessi on the southeast slope of the acropolis of Aphrati, in the area where the armor was reportedly found, revealed an Iron Age complex that in its latest architectural phase (7th century b.c.?) consisted of a walled rectangular area with a benched room in its northwest corner.97 A bronze mitra, uninscribed but otherwise similar to those discussed above, was among the finds from the fill. Lebessi identified the complex as a sanctuary.98 If she is right, and if the armor believed to have come from Aphrati is to be associated with it, we may identify the armor as dedicatory despite the unusual formulary of the inscriptions. Didier Viviers, who identified the 7th-century complex as an andreton, stresses the role of such visible signs of individual courage and prowess in battle in educating the young, who, according to later sources, were not excluded from the adult male activities that took place in the men s halls.99 In either case, as dedications or as pedagogic aides-mémoire, the 91. Hoffmann 1972, pp. 41-46. 92 . In 1951 the Giamalakis Archaeological Collection purchased two bronze mitrai said to have come from Axos. Platon (1951, p. 450 ) described one of them as undecorated but inscribed in archaic letters with the name of the dedicatori?): Oépei . . . e7tvypa(pTiv a%exiioìv uè tòv àvaoéaavxa. The mitrai remain unpublished. 93. See Prent 2005, pp. 383-388 , for general discussion, and p. 703, table 4, for a list of the sanctuaries. 94. See Hoffmann (1972, pp. xi, 1) for an account of the discovery and subsequent fate of this material.
95. E.g., inscribed on a mitra: Aiaovíôocç tóvÔ' fì^e ò KA,opiôío (SEG LII 838). The inscribed items include three of the five helmets (SEG LII 829-830, 832), nine of the 16 mitrai (SEG LII 831, 833, 835, (837) (838) (839) (840) (841) (842) , and two of the eight corselets (SEG LII 834, 836). The verb àny'ke')Ge "brought away" (from éÀ,e'>6co) replaces r'Xz in SEG LII 839. 96. Raubitschek (1972) notes the difficulties, but identifies the items of armor as spoils or booty that were inscribed by or for the victors and then dedicated by them. 97 . Lebessi 1969 Lebessi , 1970 Prent 2005 , pp. 279-280. Lebessi (1970 identified traces of an earlier (ca. 750-700 b.c.) three-room structure beneath the 7th-century building complex.
98. Lebessi 1969 , p. 417. Hoffmann (1972 suggests that the complex was dedicated to Athena. 99. Viviers 1994, pp. 244-249 ; see also Prent 2005, pp. 385-386. inscriptions on the armor from Aphrati quite clearly emphasize individual rather than corporate prowess. The bulk of the armor from Aphrati dates to the same period as the armor from Axos (late 7th and early 6th centuries b.c.), with isolated examples from the mid-7th century.100 If we may press the parallels between Axos and Aphrati further,101 we might suggest that the offerings of arms and armor at Axos were private, as the armor from Aphrati appears to have been. The dedication of valuable bronze armor seems to have stopped early in the 6th century b.c., not only at Aphrati and Axos, but also at the other sanctuaries on Crete where the practice is attested.102 It is possible that some of the armor should be dated slightly later than it has been,103 or that some of the arrowheads and spearheads/spear butts found in sanctuaries date to the 6th century, but the late-6th-century inscriptions from Axos and Aphrati provide the next secure evidence for the dedication of weapons on Crete (IC II v 5 + 6; IC I v 4); in both cases, the inscriptions indicate that the dedications were public, or at least that the state regulated private dedications, and so suggest a transformation in dedicatory habits. Even so, one cannot claim that in either case the epigraphically attested dedications of the late 6th century were offered to the same gods or in the same sanctuaries as were the earlier dedications of arms and armor.
As noted in the epigraphical commentary on line 5, it is uncertain whether the third letter from the right in Axos 6 is mu or nu. Both are possible epigraphically and both yield Greek (to uev Sémxov, xòv évôémiov). The former is preferable here, both because of the occurrence of ôémiov in the preceding line and because of the difficulty in identifying what "eleventh" might refer to in the context of war and booty. The masculine form of the ordinal rules out terms for booty, which are either feminine or neuter, as well as the neuter uépoç (i.e., the 11th share). An accusative of time -for example, xòv évôémiov (uf|va) "during the 11th month" -on the other hand, cannot be ruled out.
Both the punctuation and the preferred reading with the postpositive jjiv indicate that the phrase to uèv Sémxov (line 5) stands at the beginning of a new sentence; [ -] ev là 9îva (line 6) comes at the end of one.104 Although it is not possible to determine if they belong to the same sentence, the repetition of dekaton in lines 4 and 5 indicates that the new sentence that begins in line 5 concerned the same or similar matters as the provision in lines 3-5. Mention of toc Bîvot ("the sacred things") would certainly not 100. Hoffmann 1972 , pp. 41-46. 101. Prent (2005 identifies the lower temple at Axos as a major community (suburban) sanctuary that served as a locus for socially integrative rituals. The building complex at Aphrati, in contrast, she associates with several urban hearth temples (pp. 428-429) where ritual dining and sacrifice by "an elite of established male citizens" served to distinguish this group from others in the community (see pp. 453-456 , with quotation on p. 498).
102. Kotsonas (2002) identifies this change in dedicatory habits as one of several late-7th-early-6th-century discontinuities that reflect a period of transition associated with the emergence of the polis in central Crete. 103 . Failure to recognize the material record of 6th-and 5th-century Crete has contributed to the long-held view that settlement on the island experienced a severe recession during the Late Archaic and Classical periods. For a statement of the problem, see Perlman 2004b, p. 1149. For much of Crete this so-called gap is now closing, thanks in large part to the work of Brice Erickson (forthcoming), who has established for several Cretan communities local ceramic sequences spanning the 6th and 5th centuries b.c. Furthermore, Bile (1988, pp. 35-36, nos. 15-25) dates the inscriptions on the Aphrati armor to the 5th century. There may not be, then, such a large gap between the falling off of the dedication of armor and the epigraphic evidence from Aphrati for the public dedication of booty (arrows The other, a poorly preserved law of the late 4th-early 3rd century b.c., appears to regulate ritual practice (SEG XXIII 566). The term Giva occurs twice in this later law (lines 6-7 and 10-11), in both cases in close association with rcáuocxa xòc ôoGévxoc ("cattle that have been offered").106 Citizen women (ócoTOcí) are mentioned together with noncitizen women at the end of line 7 in a provision that has something to do with (Apollo) Pythios, or with a sanctuary or festival named for him.107 The kosmos and apokosmos were responsible for providing the cattle (lines 13-14); the consequences of their failure to do so were spelled out (lines 13-19). Giacomo Manganaro identified nine instances of scribal error in this one inscription and adduced grammatical peculiarities (sudden changes of person, use of moods) in claiming that the inscription is a copy of an earlier law.108 Although it does not appear to have anything to do with war or its profits, the parallels with the "new" inscription from Axos are intriguing: citizen women and kosmoi are mentioned in close succession in provisions regulating xòc Giva. This is particularly true if the law is a republication of an earlier, possibly Archaic one.
Lines 6-7: Women, War, and Ritual
Citizen women are the subject of the protasis of a conditional sentence in . line 6 of the "new" inscription. The term àaxocí is not attested elsewhere in the Archaic and Classical inscriptions from Crete. The phrase paaxia Sim ("citizen's trial") occurs in two early laws from Gortyn (/CIV 13g-i, line 2; 64, line 4), but the noun does not appear again until the Hellenistic period when, in addition to the law from Axos (SEG XXIII 566), it is found in funerary epigrams in expressions of the sadness felt by the community of citizens (and noncitizens) at the death of one of its own.109 The adverbial clause r' ocXovco ("after it was seized") embedded in the protasis permits the conclusion that warfare and booty continue to be the focus of the regulation.110 The subject of the verb in the adverbial clause does not 105 . 107. It appears that at least 10 letters are lost in line 7 between the reference to the sacred cattle and the mention of noncitizen and citizen women; it is not possible to conclude that the cattle and the women occur together in the same provision. Cf. SEG XXIII 566: . . . 8o0évx[cr [lk' 108. Manganaro 1966, p. 15; Sokolowski (1969, p. 246 ) agreed with the conclusion, but provided no argument for it. Cf. van Effenterre (1989, pp. 3, 5-7) appear to have been stated; but the singular form of the verb seems to rule out the citizen women as the subject, and so the possibility that the provision concerned women who had been captured in battle. One of the neuter plural terms for property seized in war (e.g., ôémioc, gkvXöl, Xáípupcc), on the other hand, would be possible.111 If the clause is temporal, as the use of the optative suggests, the provision focuses on the order of events; that is, the activities of the citizen women were regulated in relation to another event. What, exactly, they were called upon to do (or prohibited from doing?) has been lost to us. If the adverbial clause refers to the capture of spoils or booty, the citizen women of Axos may have participated in its distribution to, for example, the citizen households of Axos, to the gods, or to the andreia. 112 Neither is it possible to make any claims about the role of the kosmos mentioned in line 7. Officials with this title are widely attested in the inscribed laws of Archaic Crete; the duties of the kosmos appear to have been largely executive, as is the case in IC II v 9, an early law from Axos that mentions this official.113 The verb of the protasis (that is, the action of the citizen women) should be found in line 7.114The kosmos could be the subject of the apodosis, or the subject of another hypothetical clause introduced by ai, that is, "If the citizen women do something after the booty has been seized, if the kosmos does/does not do something, then "115
The mention of women and warfare in a public inscription from Archaic Crete should not surprise us, particularly when, as here, the text seems to concern rituals attendant to war.116 Female deities presided over several of the sanctuaries where arms and armor were dedicated during the Iron Age and later periods. The so-called lower sanctuary at Axos was probably one of these; in addition to the deposits of bronze arms and armor discussed above, a great number of predominantly female terracotta figures (figurines and plaques) of several different types (seated/standing, 111. See Pritchett 1974-1991, vol. 1, pp. 54-58, and vol. 5, pp. 73-152 , for the terms used for spoils and for booty. 112 . The term andreion (in the singular) occurs in one of the epichoric inscriptions from Axos (Table 1, no. 1, lines 8, 14?, and 15) . The final reference shows that communal dining took place there (lines 14-15): xôv 8' vXqn rcávxov àxéXeiav Kai xporcàv iv àvxpT|-íoi ("But [they shall be] exempt from all other taxes and [shall receive] rations in the andreion"). Dosiadas (FGrH45$ F2) reports that at Lyktos a woman (yuvn) was put in charge (xf]v èrciuéXeiav è'xei) of each of the syssitia; she was assigned the task of selecting the best of the table's offerings for men distinguished either in battle or for their intelligence. The public role assigned to the presumably citizen women in distributing something (in this case, food to those deemed most worthy) is interesting, but the historical value of this passage for Archaic Lyktos, let alone Archaic Axos, is questionable. See Perlman 2005, pp. 309-311 and passim. 113 . Table 1 , no. 9, Unes 9-10: ai ô' ò Koauíov 'jlx' àrcoÔoíri xà e7ußata>vxa fíaavç xixoupéaoo (if the kosmos does not collect and deposit with the polis the fine assessed against the defendant who has been found guilty, the kosmos himself shall pay the fine). The famous 7th-century b.c. law from Dreros concerning the kosmos (SEGXXVll 620) suggests that there, at least, the kosmos adjudicated disputes (orce ôiicaicaie [accent uncertain], "whenever he gives judgment"), as well as exercising other functions (köxi koout|gi£ [accent uncertain] , "and whatever he does as kosmos"). 114. Without the particle m the verb should be in the optative or perhaps indicative. For the modal use of the indicative, see Bile 1988, pp. 253-254. The Cf. Graf (1984) , who denies women a role in the rituals connected with warfare, arguing instead that rituals that suggest their participation in warfare are rituals of inversion. a "new" inscription from archaic axos 105
clothed/naked) were discovered in four deposits in its vicinity.117 The terracotta figures were dedicated over a much longer period of time than were the bronzes, beginning perhaps as early as the 9th century and continuing on into the Hellenistic period. They suggest that the patron deity of the sanctuary was female. She has been identified as Astarte-Aphrodite, Artemis, or Athena,118 and it is assumed that the worshippers who gave these gifts were women. The terracotta figures from Axos make no overt references to the martial function of the goddess, and so it cannot be claimed that the worshippers who dedicated them did so with this function of the goddess in mind.119 Similar 7th-century votive types (terracotta figurines and plaques of seated/standing and clothed/naked females) were discovered at Gortyn in the terraced area on the steep southeastern slope of Ayios Ioannis and in the vicinity of the early (7th century b.c.?) cult building located above on the summit of the acropolis.120 Bronze votives were also found on the summit and the terraced area below: a life-size mitra as well as miniature armor in bronze and clay (mitrai, corselets, greaves, and shields).121 The martial aspect of the cult at Gortyn was reflected not only in the bronze and clay votives of weapons and armor, but also in the terracotta figures 117 . For the terracotta votives from Axos, see Rizza 1967 Rizza -1968 . The other sanctuaries with female deities and votive arms and armor are the sanctuary (temple and terraced platform) on Ayios Ioannis at Gortyn, the temple at the southwestern edge of the palace at Phaistos, and the shrine at Vrysses. For the cult at Gortyn, see below. Pernier (1910) identified Magna Mater as the patron deity of the late-7th-century b.c. temple at Phaistos; Cucuzza (1993) , however, attributes the temple and cult to Leto. Fragments of bronze shields and vessels dating to the 9th-7th centuries were found beneath the pavement of the pronaos of the Hellenistic successor to the late-7th-century temple. The association of this material with the 7th-century and later cult of the goddess is not certain. Cucuzza (1993, pp. 21-22) suggests that the material came from a foundation deposit. Sporn (2002, pp. 281-282) identifies Demeter as the patron of the Late Classical shrine at Vrysses where votive arrow-and spearheads were discovered.
Mention should also be made of the cave sanctuary on Mt. Ida (for the worship of a female deity there, see above, p. 93) and the cult on Altar Hill at Praisos, where votive arms and armor were found in some abundance. Bosanquet (1939 Bosanquet ( -1940 identified Dictaian Zeus as the patron deity of the cult there, but among the terracotta votives were female figurines, some early but most 6th century and later; see Prent 2005, pp. 304-306. Finally, the patron deity of the 7th-century Temple A at Prinias has been identified as a goddess on the basis of the architectural sculpture from the building. Very little votive material was found in association with the structure, but the iconography of the sculpture suggests a strong martial element to her cult. Pernier (1914) identifed her as Rhea; Marinatos (2000, pp. 67-78, 89) hesitates to identify her with any of the canonical Greek goddesses.
118. Astarte-Aphrodite: Levi 1930 Levi -1931 Artemis: REXVU2, 1937 , col. 1689 . Hoffmann (1972, pp. 16, 35-37) implies that the goddess was Athena. Rizza (1967 Rizza ( -1968 hesitates to identify the deity, suggesting instead that an undifferentiated (i.e., eastern? pre-Greek?) goddess of sexuality, fertility, and war took on a more canonical Greek form in the Classical period.
119. The Axos terracottas include one head of a male warrior (Rizza 1967 (Rizza -1968 ). 120. Rizza and Santa Maria Scrinari 1968, pp. 160-188, nos. 53-266, pp. 213-245; Cassimatis (1982) provides a detailed discussion of the 7th-century (Daedalic) figurines of standing (clothed and naked) females. For preliminary reports of the excavations on Ayios Ioannis conducted by the Scuola Archeologica Italiana di Atene (1954 Atene ( -1957 , see Levi 1955 Levi -1956 Levi , 1956 ; for the final publication of the material, see Rizza and Santa Maria Scrinari 1968; Johannowsky 2002 . The Scuola Italiana renewed exploration on the acropolis in . Bejor (2003 reports on the initial campaign. D'Acunto (2002) presents a new interpretation of the acropolis cult (chronology of the sanctuary on the summit and of the terraced area, plan of the cult building on the summit, function of the terraced area, relationship between the sanctuary on the summit and the terraced area below, and the identity of the deity). See also Prent 2005 . od. 267-273. 121. Levi 1955 -1956 Johannowsky 2002 , p. 75, nos. 508-510, pp. 78-80, nos. 551-601. Marginesu (2003 publishes a miniature clay shield with a dedicatory inscription.
of male warriors and armed females that appear, albeit in much smaller numbers, together with the other 7th-century terracotta votive types.122 The cult seems to have fallen out of favor during the 6th and 5th centuries b.c.123 When activity resumed there in the 4th century, there is little question that Athena was the patron deity.124 It is not possible to determine if this was the case before then.125 Other types are prominent in the 7th-century votive assemblage of the cult on Ayios Ioannis (cult building and terraced area): kernoiy representations of animals and hybrid creatures (horses, lions, sphinxes, griffins, gorgons), and images of the mistress and the master of animals.126 In a recent study, Nanno Marinatos distinguishes two types of female deities common to 7th-century Crete and the Greek mainland: an Aegean vegetation goddess with upraised arms, and an eastern (North Syrian and Levantine) goddess who was patron of the male warrior elite.127 Marinatos identifies both the seated/standing, clothed/naked female figures and the mistress of animals with this eastern goddess, for whom nudity and female sexuality were not associated with fertility, but rather with danger, male authority, and warrior ideology.128 Indeed, the iconographie repertoire of the decorated bronze armor from Crete (snake daemons, a "warrior goddess" on a mitra of uncertain provenance, and the goddess rising(?) from the tripod cauldron on the mitra from Axos) has long been recognized as evidence that a female deity served as the patron of aristocratic warriors on Crete.129 Marinatos recognizes this goddess as the patron of the acropolis cult at Gortyn, preferring not to identify the 7th-century deity as Athena or another of the canonical Greek goddesses. 130 The presence of kernoiy the votive type most clearly associated with cults of agricultural fertility, in the votive assemblage from the acropolis suggests that the function of the goddess worshipped there was not as divorced from rituals of fertility as Marinatos suggests, or at least that 122. Levi 1955 122. Levi -1956 1956; Rizza and Santa Maria Scrinari 1968 , pp. 249-250, 252-253. 123. Perlman 2000 , p. 60. Cf. D'Acunto 2002 , who argues that worship continued at the sanctuary on the summit throughout the Archaic and Classical periods; only the terraced area on the southeastern slope of the acropolis was abandoned as a repository for votives during the 6th and 5th centuries b.c. Bejor (2003) describes the foundations of a substantial building (a temple?) to the east of the 7th-century cult building on the acropolis; he refers to it as "Classical" in the heading "Strutture del Periodo Classico" (p. 831), but as an Archaic (7th-century?) foundation (p. 832) that may have continued in use through the 4th centurv b.c. 124 . For the evidence (Late Classical and Hellenistic terracotta figurines of armed Athena), see Rizza and Santa Maria Scrinari 1968, pp. 193-197, nos. 324-352; pp. 249-250. 125. Levi (1956, pp. 306-310) , DAcunto (2002, pp. 215-217) , and Johannowsky (2002, pp. 108-116) identify Athena as the patron deity of the cult already in the 7th century. A 5th-century law naming Athena as an oath god provides the earliest secure evidence for her worship at Gortyn (IC IV 51, ca. 500-450 b.c.), but if her mention in the oath does imply a specific cult, there is no reason to associate it with the sanctuary on the acropolis. 126. Kernoi: Johannowsky 2002, pp. 22-39 ; animals and hybrid creatures: Rizza and Santa Maria Scrinari 1968, pp. 257-265 ; mistress and master of animals: Rizza and Santa Maria Scrinari 1968, pp. 254-256. D'Acunto (2002, pp. 219-221) argues that these votive types are consistent with types discovered at other Athena sanctuaries (e.g., the cults of Athena at Lindos and [Athena] Aphaia on Aigina), and so can all be associated with an early, polysémie version of the goddess. 127. Marinatos 2000 . 128. Marinatos 2000 cf. Cassimatis 1982 . MacLachlan (1995 discerns a similar connection between female sexuality and war in the cult of Aphrodite at Lokri. The dedicatory inscriptions on two helmets from Lokri (ca. 500-480 b.c.) identify them as the private gifts of two men to Persephone (IG XIV 631; IGASMG V 49). 129. Hoffmann 1972, pp. 34-40; Prent 2005, pp. 387-388 . For the mitra with the "warrior goddess," see Hoffmann 1972, pp. 25-26, pls. 46:1 and 47:1;  for the mitra from Axos, see above, n. 38. 130. Marinatos 2000, pp. 27-31, 78-83, 89-91. IO8 PAULA J. PERLMAN Provisions concerning the distribution of booty seized in war occur in several Hellenistic alliances of the Cretan poleis, but are so far attested in only one earlier inscription, the mid-5th-century agreement of Knossos, Tylisos, and Argos. This inscription, with its references both to the distribution of booty, including the disposition of the dekate or sacred tithe, and to animal sacrifice, including one made by priests of the Knosioi to Poseidon on Mt. lutos, provides the closest parallels for the "new" inscription from Axos. The reference in the "new" inscription to 10(?) portions of booty or to two or more sacred tithes may suggest that the provision concerns two or more communities. If so, the "new" inscription might well preserve part of an alliance, as Guarducci already proposed for Axos 6.134 If this is indeed the case, it is one of the earliest interstate agreements from Crete, if not the earliest.135 In the absence of other firm evidence for the worship of Poseidon at Axos, it is tempting to suggest that the "new" inscription records an alliance between Axos and Knossos, requiring that each of the treaty partners sacrifice to the god of the local extraurban sanctuary -the Axioi to Zeus on Ida, and the Knosioi to Poseidon on lutos -and that the gods should receive a sacred tithe of the booty.136 In any event, we find here the first reference from Axos to the sanctuary of Zeus on Mt. Ida and the earliest reference from Crete to the cult of Zeus Idaios.
The historical implications of a late-6th-century alliance between Axos and Knossos are of great interest and are worth exploring briefly, though I acknowledge that the identification of the "new" inscription as an alliance, let alone an alliance between these two communities, is very far from secure. The material record of ancient Knossos presents a strong case for continuity of settlement in the vicinity of the Bronze Age palace from at least Minoan times through the third quarter of the 7th century (ca. 630 b.c.) , and then, after a nearly complete break in the archaeological record, from the final quarter of the 6th century (ca. 525 b.c.) through the establishment at Knossos of the Roman colony Julia Nobilis toward the end of the 1st century A. D.137 Various explanations for this gap in the material record of Knossos, ranging from climatic crisis to attack by one of Knossos s neighbors, have been offered.138 What interests 134. /cn, p. 55. 135 . Apart from the mid-5 th-century agreement of Knossos, Tylisos, and Argos (ML 42), there are two early interstate agreements: IC IV 63 (Gortyn and Leben, 6th-5th century b.c.) and IC IV 80 (Gortyn and the Rhittenioi, 5th century b.c.). Jeffery (LSAG, p. 315, nos. 3 and 8) dated IC IV 63 to ca. 525-500 b.c. and IC IV 80 to ca. 450-400 b.c. For the dependent status of Leben and Rhitten (deduced from the ethnic Rhittenioi), see Perlman 1996. As noted above, Tylisos appears to have been subordinate to Knossos. 136. This would suggest that the function of extraurban sanctuaries as Early Iron Age loci of (inter)regional elite-networking independent of state affiliation had shifted somewhat, as nearby communities asserted their authority over the cults.
137. For the continuous occupation of Knossos during the Late Bronze and Dark Ages, see Coldstream 1991. Coldstream and Huxley (1999) summarize the evidence for the gap. Most noteworthy has been the absence of burials dating to the gap. Coldstream and Catling (1996, vol. 2, p. 722 ) noted fragments of Late Archaic and Classical pithos sherds in the disturbed soil above the North Cemetery. These may have come from pithos burials, but the authors observe that they are "more appropriate in a domestic . . . context Strabo (10.4.7) , in the time of Homer and for a long while thereafter Knossos was the most illustrious polis on Crete. Knossos later lost its leading position to Gortyn and Lyktos, but managed to recover its former status as the metropolis of Crete. us here is the evidence for renewed activity at Knossos not more than a generation before the enactment of the "new" inscription from Axos. Axos was the nearest major polis to the west of Knossos. Two smaller states, Tylisos and Apellonia, the latter located at modern Ayia Pelagia on the coast due north of Tylisos, lay between them.139 A military alliance between Axos and Knossos might be read in the context of the territorial consolidation of larger states at the expense of smaller ones, a phenomenon that has been observed elsewhere on the island during the Late Archaic period.140 At the very least, if the "new" inscription does preserve part of an alliance between Axos and Knossos, it would be important early evidence for the revival of Knossos as a political community following the 6th-century gap.141 Even if it is more prudent to read the "new" inscription as a law, rather than an interstate agreement, the evidence it provides for the participation of citizen women in the rituals attendant to war is of great interest. Scholars have long noted the connection between female deities and warriors attested by the Iron Age and Early Archaic votive assemblages from several Cretan sanctuaries. The coincidence of votives of female figures, and in the case of Gortyn of armed and armored ones, at many of these same sanctuaries has occasioned comment, but no direct connection has been suggested between the female worshippers who are assumed to have dedicated these figures and the martial interests of the deities to whom they were offered. If the interpretation of the provision concerning the citizen women proposed here is correct, and they were in some way involved in the disposition of property seized in battle, the "new" inscription may provide a more direct link between the warrior function of the female deity and her female worshippers than has previously been proposed.
The nexus of citizen women and war may be explained in different ways -for example, as a consequence of their function as producers of warriors, or as an expression of the economic equation of human and natural fertility with other kinds of production (including war and trade) that is attested on Crete in the famous "Hymn to the Greatest Kouros" from Palaikastro and in oaths from Crete and elsewhere in Greece.142 The explicit restriction of the women to those of a particular political status, namely citizens, in the "new" inscription should be viewed along with the public regulation of the dedication of arms as a sign of the political selfconsciousness and cohesion of the state. 139 . The border of Knossos and Tylisos is described in the mid-5th-century agreement of Knossos, Tylisos, and Argos (ML 42B, lines 26-29): opoi tac yac • #uôv opoç Kai Aiexoi mpxa-(xíxiov Kai to xô Apxô xéjievoç koc[í] ho rcoTauòç keA, Aei)KÓrcopov KayaOoia, ha' húhoç) peí TÖußpiov, Kai Aaoç ("The borders of the land [are]: Swine Mountain and Eagles and the Artemision and the precinct of Archos and the river and to Leukoporos and Agathoia, following the course of the rainwater, and Laos"). If the river is the modern Platyperama, the territory of Knossos reached the north coast between Herakleion and Apellonia. Knossos and Axos may have shared a border further to the south. 140. Van Effenterre (1991) identifies the Archaic period as a time of territorial and political reconfiguration; some settlements expanded their territorial and political control at the expense of others. The latter were either abandoned (e.g., Prinias, Azoria), or survived as second-order settlements. For this process in the central Mesara, see Perlman 1996, pp. 258-270. 141. IC I viii 2 preserves a small fragment of an Archaic law from Knossos. 142. IC III ii 2. Elsewhere I have compared the language of the hymn with that of oaths (Perlman 1995) .
